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Oil on linen spreads memory as mistake
lead’s vitriol’s there too
feelings begun with gunmetal
soaked off

brought in behind the knees

floated bottom the bath

grommet fingerprints on a nape
ruinous but clever

a dress it stains

we like the spread on untreated linen

halo

disgrace

fair game to speak of the father outside of not speaking of the father
mother always fair ground
meaning into a nest

you’d jump at her

(aside the marble obstacle

few went there in the museum
with the mother)

not fall through her dress

few equate marble

metamorphic

so you create yourself on temporal skin

and metal frames the unconscious
how when rust was left

we now leave alone

you were bleeding

free

5

From this perspective
it’s easy to see why he made you
a box full of all that was feared
made fear his loathing.
First she came as a vessel
at the end of a long period of fire
and there wasn’t a lake or even puddle. Major stories
are made from fire but she came at the end
of it. She became a box because he knew
it would be easier to hide. People
looked away from boxes,
but were haunted by vessels.
Especially in a world following fire
where there once was nothing
to worry about.
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Entering where to find you
resilience between resistance and silence
your own mother appears

the soothsayer

the whip

sideways your eyes were dark from those corners
threads so tight skin pulled off the face
browning veins in stargazers

gutters

so introverted they’ve only childhood to escape to
ghosts what you’d expect to find there
ruffles: ruffians

Gardens a dilapidated history
rumors sent for no one
society’s garlic
camellia

engenders

agapanthus

lantana

stubborn bulbs tearing them out

rot

ghosts what you expect to find there
hear this reasoning beg your existence
relieved of possessions take possession
relieved of processions take roads
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Disfigured in a landscape
slippery strokes

by a landscape

rendered in maroon

a jumble of limbs

pink hands

gestural chalky white or cream

for a landscape

reclining

high-heeled shoe
those breaks

similar pose

organic matter

final picture

high-heeled shoe

reclining

8

LA VAGUE, Camille Claudel
Frozen in green onyx
the tower tempers

threatening fracture
child’s play

They wanted sexuality open and shut
a door with tress handle hardening to bone
mud on hem horizon
a childhood on foot

pleading keyhole shapes—
by letter fixation

not the mind’s corbeil pathways
forged into devil’s basket
speaking beyond a communal grave
but cast aways

They weren’t his fauns

the strain evaporates
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Sometimes a wish you funneled away
numbing not a sponge
mirror to purge

no stupor drives

mirror depends

procrastinate the stream out of it
honed a lifetime
drawn under

the will must come

I did if you’d be beautiful

looking at surface as sadness bottomed out
promised not be beautiful

threw rocks in my pond a lifetime

10

This age it's hard to see oneself
The mirror turns to window and vice versus
Memories fuse in the sound of a river
Resurface the skin of a pond
Slight figures slick foundations
No ground ever present
Pores like Anasazi ruins
Eyes pull into elbow shapes
Walls so close we hear ourselves
Scrubbing where love enters in
Leaving our rings on the tub
Face a silver dahlia or punctured head
Attempt an indignant renewal
Disguised as modernity’s only vanity
Shallowly inventing surge control
To keep the closet illusive
Parallax of the decompressed
Losing self in steam

11

Death leaves its parcels
Not something sent

unopened
we come on

beaten by their travels
glum paper

how we knock around the deadened room
like you

become light-hungry partials

making announcements to hold back contents

tragic summaries

watermarks on stamps

12

Problem with this toy you labor to play
drag a pink and yellow house to center
banister caving in

white spindles on the floor

mother in the other room
sadness what’s created from what’d be taken away
the floor moves
she travels

the child repeats “have some”

I stay

I build

she plays

will the wooden girl eat?

mother in the other room dying

13

Call it love

lees on flung tides

wanting it harder/darker

smatter off viscous plates

effect effort/effrontery

lard smeared on an old barn door

iron stove banged for drippings

stanch overlap small movements in a day

Love

chemical bids with atmosphere

finite alienation of lamp wiring
wanting it dryer/thinning

spectrum hint on a spill
but there's flesh on skeletal remains

flesh we still call love

Love

so blind beneath oaks a corpse-like rock magnified electricity in air

corpuscular vapor felt up tiny hairs
reminding once ensconced now we traipse

long worm breath

envy erasure

evasion what was felt not the wooly seen

Now love a pity

pity we think of feet

goulashes on sand

sandals in rain
how we got where there were no people to wear them
shoes all that remains

toes upturned like desiccated mud

tread convoluted directions

screaming to be seen as art

surviving you

14

TANNING’S ROSE, Dorothea Tanning

It rose until the ceiling kissed its black opening
but forever looking down
the ceiling wanted sky, so like an old machine
the rose revealed its contents—veil of night and all universes
with their cold instruments
So you see this is no frail rose; it tells of war;
it freezes your soul
It says to-end with vulnerability
let beauty last into next century
monstrous armor peeling back to new alloy immunity
Something magnified that subsumes human skin,
domesticity obscure

fully romantic

Appearing she's sautéed walnuts in the shell
If you heat them long enough
you earn your place in hell

15

What looked like hoary snails
wouldn’t gray the temples before I reached the pane
tomorrow’s gray catalogue when distance secures a pit
a memorial candle shown twice in the canopy
new vista

double-paned

how each neighbor sliced in between words of a conversation their spouse’s
disapproval
tree preserves

body of recent pass

How once I carved the skin
new windows

rain water decades old

an outpour of deceased mustardy limbs

no funeral procession

below the lemon stricken by lightening
surprise explanation for sound
initially what you think is a dirge
taper ended

scene from satellite

sapped for privacy

elegiac container

13-columned

bent by the crow

battle of stolid becoming

stuck feathers loam bloated

medieval weaponry

brillo in a garden’s detachment

16

Inkblot on an accelerated page
Myopic sempiternity
Bangs between waxy canals
Cones or horns except horns don’t open up that way
Duo-cornucopia
Space in an upholstered continuum
A hoodooed parting
Question mark or marked question
Mind fabric that once was out of sight
Art dying because it couldn’t get the dimensions right
Ingenuity passed off through cells
Proportion of the ringing peaks of two islands
The fourth ventricle dead center
Stones in the slice of a cell
Buckles in reflection
Breaking one’s neck to stick out one’s neck
Bells not ringing where one suspects
Two horns or two horns, both delivering blows

17

Some who died early decided hell as if hell bent
volcanic-smothered

limbic-shelled

statue commemorating a sickening event
where seven days you lay fetal
on a cliff

the only way

down the cool dent

metabolic rising
you heard two openings

one light

one dark

I said know heaven nor hell
dots connected by drawings in perspective
metaphysic rising

you used every vapor

one said let go

you’d tunnel out the other end

some create

some jump

the inevitable end

18

See how they're spun, hung
in dross, sun
a grainy spine, yellow
starlight in a vortex, beneath
she’d walk alone, while
he’d drink in red, how
blackness makes them white, how
the blast of gun powder, the
soot makes fabulous these slickers, these
duck feet, flicker
of a tiny film, whisper
of our making an abandonment, a
squashed silver apricot, a
portrait of yourself as me, how
superimposed the third burned out
beneath medicinal trees

19

Anchor leaves so the earth won’t penetrate you
embrace toads eroded emaciated stones
wallpaper—

spindly tine

stoic

twisted pine

decapitated ducks

palmy tong

the inspiration “rooms” because that's the style in gardens these days
rooms

When you plant to supplant

to avoid dreaded happenings

the feared eventually comes
a beast trimmed back

fed on Miracle Grow

effort doesn’t always make right

though the garden’s for light

and day makes it live

20

LA VAGUE, Gustave Courbet
I wasn’t that time mortal—
out from being held in rooms, lost in pain that cracks open
the head when the body's incomplete
Followed best to imagine waves
so there my discarded body a raft on Courbet's sea
afloat on buoyant silk of salt in gray water
But waves swelled shards so monstrous
my craft was wrung, fear of walls scaled
taller and taller
Then a colorless flash and your waterlogged face—
eyes too far apart, mouth angry for what you lost,
for your body that fell new ground
For the color in the world returning to your face

21

How much fruit from the white nectarine you’d eat
before the farther along maroon swells
forecast memory
tight ones bitter

begins to ripen

the redolent blossom
pitch in their purple

still the stomach will not ache
branch switches back a lash

sisters quivering

nutty tumors in shiny feathers that could lie flat
wilt when the fruit's gone

refuse to bare again

if understanding not reach a sweetness
if labor not be taken sweet
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Dread the knowledge this pain fodders my window to persist
floor’s acute depression
mammatus clouds

fumigating sky

depress a consequence for every action

kleenex in pockets: stories of the sad and ill
what’d I’d take back
hangers of scorn
until gray riddles

strain of molecules

mammatus clouds

what you’d take with you
hangers on

which year bright or dark

mammatus clouds

the way the skin turns into itself

ceasing in its creases
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Revolt lacks a concept

sketchings on a page

concept all the mum’s about
before mother color
drawing blood

seen perversity

destroyed before the audience

find it everywhere
mother color

red poppies

scumbling across the floor

folded paper

welcome palette no contrast

walkway gather inside the door

near colorless fed on fields
before keen withdrawal
how much revealed
you want to know

before mother color
underwear to door

an envelope

destroyed before the audience
ceiling

to floor

poppies put out

for mother color
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Here the buildings dose on cloud cover
Faded image a climactic sunset pulled from a pocket of lint
Lake a recumbent shard weighted by fleabane exhaust
Pretending not to have destroyed ourselves for not being certain
Words you said behind the saloon curtain
Youth occupies the tumults plowing the surface of age
Ghost a word silhouette on a mountain of fingertip felt
Cleavage drowning the invoke of a sage
That day we drove through a blanket that made the sky’s fist clench
That day I committed you to a lifetime of loving me
Our bowels logically became the road entwining in final stages
Sinews taut cheek muscles of wrens
Last coat removed at the finishing juncture,
Veneer cracking on a mural of sand
Waiting for the silent applause
Cinch we knew all along
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Notes:

Mother color is an art term for a color used in every mixed color
of a painting to create harmony in color and composition.
While it may represent a major or minor color theme, there is
a danger of the picture plane collapsing if this color is used too
strongly.
“Disfigured in a landscape” (p. 7): Words are Laura Mahoney’s from
“Starting Over in Spring: Figures in a Landscape,” De Kooning: A
Retrospective, pp. 378-387 (John Elderfield, MoMA 2011).
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